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Race caster app
Posted by rd7839 - 10 Apr 2015 13:37
_____________________________________

I understand we now have to use the Racecaster app at all NASA events this season while on track.
Does anybody have any experience using it yet and what mounts are preferrable?

I'm a little leery about using my Iphone on track and being distracted by it. Say my grandmother calls
while I'm door to door thru the esses, do I answer? Or what if I get an email pop up from that porn sight I
&quot;accidently&quot; visited once(I SWEAR I thought it was a farming website!)?

============================================================================

Re: Race caster app
Posted by ioport - 10 Apr 2015 16:21
_____________________________________

Ron,

I'm pretty sure this is a NorCal requirement only. It is in our Supps, not in the CCR.

When I tried loading this app on my Motorola Razr, it failed. That was last year and I haven't tried again.
RaceCaster recommends the X-grip with suction cup. I don't know if I trust the suction cup part, the the
X-grip is pretty good. I will probably just Velcro my phone onto the dash--if I can get it running.

It has been suggested to purchase a pay-as-you-go phone with data plan and use that phone instead of
your expensive iPhone. Don't give out your new number to your grandmother!

It will be interesting to see how the Spotter app handles incoming phone calls, emails, texts, etc.
Perhaps I can call you while on track together to arrange draft techniques to get past Buzzetti!

============================================================================

Re: Race caster app
Posted by Manuel_M - 10 Apr 2015 18:54
_____________________________________

I've used RAM mount with the iphone attachment in the past for several events. Never fell off.  
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www.amazon.com/RAM-Mount-Cradle-Apple-iP...rds=ram+mount+iphone

I have this one now since switching phones, only tested it in the DD but it seems to be as stout. 

www.amazon.com/RAM-UNPAINTED-MOUNT-SUCTI...&amp;keywords=x+grip

============================================================================
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http://www.amazon.com/RAM-Mount-Cradle-Apple-iPhone/dp/B00QMTR6PA/ref=sr_1_7?s=automotive&amp;ie=UTF8&amp;qid=1428720557&amp;sr=1-7&amp;keywords=ram+mount+iphone
http://www.amazon.com/RAM-UNPAINTED-MOUNT-SUCTION-GRIP/dp/B006QRHZJK/ref=sr_1_8?s=electronics&amp;ie=UTF8&amp;qid=1428720796&amp;sr=1-8&amp;keywords=x+grip

